2. Basics of Noncooperative Games
Introduction
Microeconomics studies the behavior of individual economic agents and their interactions. Game theory plays a central role in modeling the interactions between
economic agents. The type of games we shall study are noncooperative games, in the
sense that each economic agent in the game, who acts in her self interest, is the unit
of analysis. (There is another branch of game theory, cooperative game theory, that
treats groups or subgroups of economic agents as the unit of analysis and assumes
they can achieve certain outcomes among themselves through binding cooperative
agreements.) When we say game theory, we usually mean noncooperative game theory. In the last 20 years or so, developments in game theory and its applications in
economics represent some of the most important advances in microeconomics.
What is a game? A game is a decision situation with multiple decision makers
where each person’s welfare depends on her own as well as other individuals’ actions.
That is, a game is a decision situation with strategic interactions among all decision
makers. To describe a game, we need to know four things:
1. The players: who is involved?
2. The rules: how do players move? what do they know when they move? what
can they do?
3. The outcomes: for each possible set of actions by the players, what is the
outcome of the game?
4. The payo¤s: what are the players’ preferences (utility functions) over the outcomes.
Let’s see two simple examples:
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The Matching Pennies Game. There are two players, denoted 1 and 2. Each player
simultaneously puts a penny down, either heads up or down. If the two pennies
match, player 1 pays $1 to player 2; otherwise player 2 pays $1 to player 1. The
amount of money a player wins or loses is his payo¤.
The Capacity Game. Suppose that a …rm, A; needs to decide whether to build
high capacity (denoted as H) or low capacity (denoted as L) in an industry. There
is another …rm, B; needs to decide whether to enter the market (denoted as E) or
stay out the market (denoted as NE) after observing A0 s capacity level. If A chooses
H and B chooses E; A will have 1 uint of pro…t and B will have two units of losses
(1,-2); If A chooses H and B chooses N E; A will have 5 uints of pro…t and B will
have 0 unit of pro…t (5,0); if A chooses L and B chooses E; A will have 2 uints of
pro…t and B will have two units of pro…ts (2,2); if A chooses L and B chooses NE;
A will have 8 uints of pro…t and B will have 0 unit of pro…t (8,0). The amount of
pro…t or losses a player receives is his payo¤.
The matching pannies game is called a zero-sum game because what one player
wins is exactly what the other player loses.
Although a game can be fully described as in the above examples, it is useful to
represent a game in some particular ways.
The Extensive Form Representation of a Game
One way to represent a game is called its extensive form. Let’s …rst see the extensive
form of the Capacity Game. The game starts at an initial decison node (represented
by an open circle), where player A makes his move, deciding whether to have H
capacity or L capacity. Each of the possible choices by player A is represented by a
branch from this initial decision node. At the end of each branch is another decision
node (represented by a solid dot), at which player B can choose between two actions,
E or NE; after seeing A0 s choices. The initial decision node is referred to as player
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A’s decision node, and the latter two as player B 0 s decision nodes. After B 0 s move,
we reach the end of the game, represented by terminal nodes. At each terminal node,
we list the players’ payo¤s arising from the sequence of moves leading to that terminal
node. This representation is also called a game tree.

A game is one of perfect information if each playe, when it is her turn to move,
knows all the previous moves of other players in the game. The Capacity Game is a
game of perfect information.
A subset of a player’s decision nodes is called an information set of this player if,
when the player reaches one of the decision nodes in the subset, she cannot tell which
of these nodes she is actually at. An information set may contain only one decision
node, in which case the information set is a singleton. In the Capacity Game above,
there are three information sets that are all singletons.
Now let’s see the extensive form of the Matching pennies game. When player 2
moves, she does not know which decision node in the circle she is at, since she has not
observed player 1’s move. Thus player 2’s two decision nodes are in an information
set. This is how a game with players moving simultaneously is represeted in the
extensive form.
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There are two restrictions on an information set. First, at every node within a
given information set, a player must have the same set of possible actions. Second,
there is perfect recall, which means that a player does not forget what she once knew,
including her own actions. Two games not satisfying perfect recall.

De…nition: A game is one of perfect information if each information set contains a
single decision node. Otherwise, it is a game of imperfect information.
In some situations, the outcome of a game may depend on some random factors.
This can be captured in the extensive form by including random moves of nature.
We can illustrate this through a variation of the matching pennies game. Suppose a
variation of the matching pennies game has the following form. Instead of simultaneous moves, the two players make their choices of heads or tails sequentially, and the
two players …rst ‡ip a coin to see who moves …rst.
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It is generally assumed in game theory that the structure of the game is common
knowledge.
Formally, a game represented in extensive form is speci…ed by the collection:
¡E = fÂ; A; I; p(¢); ®(¢); {; H(¢); {(¢); ½(¢); ug
where: Â is a …nite set of nodes; A a …nite set of possible actions; I is a …nite set of
players {1,2,...,Ig; p(¢) is a function p : Â ! fÂ ` ;g that speci…es a single immediate
predecessor of each node x; and p(¢) is nonempty except for the initial node x0 ;
®(¢) is a function ® : Ânfx0 g ! A that gives the action leading to any noninitial
node x from its immediate predecessor p(x); { is a collection of information sets and
H : Â ! { assigns each decision node x to an information set H(x) 2 {; {(¢) assigns
each information set in { to the player who moves at the decision nodes in the set;
½(¢) assigns probabilities to actions at information sets where nature moves; u is a
collection of payo¤ functions assigning utilities to the players for each terminal node
that can be reached.
Strategies and the Normal Form Representation of a Game
A player’s strategy is a complete contigent plan that speci…es how the player will
act in every possible distinguishable circumstance in which she might be called upon
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to move. Since each possible distinguishable circumstance that a player might be
called upon to move is represented by an information set for the player, a player’s
strategy is a speci…cation of how she plans to move at each of her information sets.
Def inition. Let {i denote the collection of player i0 s information sets, A the set of
possible actions in the game, and C(H) ½ A the set of actions possible at information
set H: A strategy for player i is a function si : {i ! A such that si (H) 2 C(H) for
all H ½ {i :
In words, a strategy of player i is a function si that maps from the collection of
player i0 s information sets to the action set such that at each information set player
i speci…es an action among the possible actions at this information set.
Example. Strategeis in the Capacity Game:
Player A has two possible strategies: H or L.
Player B has two information sets, and a strategy of his needs to specify what he
will do at each of the two information sets. Thus he has four possible strategies:
Play E if A plays H; Play E if A plays L. (E if H; E if L)
Play E if A plays H; Play NE if A plays L.
Play NE if A plays H; Play E if A plays L.
Play NE if A plays H; Play NE if A plays L.
Example. Strategies in the Matching Pennies Game.
Each player has two possible strategies: play heads (H) or tails (L).
It is very important to remember that a strategy is a complete speci…cation of
what a player will do at each of the entire collection of her information sets, even
an information set is not reached in the actual play by this player or other players’
strategies. Consider a modi…ed Capacity Game, where if player B has chosen to enter
the market (E), Player A can then choose to …ght (F) or not to …ght (NF).
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Denote the A’s decision node after it has chosen H and B has chosen E by x1 ; and
A’s decision node after it has chosen L and B has chosen E by x2 : Then A’s strategeis
are:
H, then F if at x1 ; and F if at x2 :
H, then F if at x1 , and NF if at x2 :
H, then NF if at x1 , and F if at x2 :
H, then NF if at x1 , and NF if at x2 :
L, then F if at x1 ; and F if at x2 :
L, then F if at x1 , and NF if at x2 :
L, then NF if at x1 , and F if at x2 :
L, then NF if at x1 , and NF if at x2 :
A pro…le of strategies in an I-player game can be denoted by a vector s = (s1 ; s2 ; :::; sI );
where si is the strategy of player i: Sometimes we also write s as (si ; s¡i ); where s¡i
is the (I ¡ 1) vector of strategies for players other than i:
Once we know how to write all the strategies for each player in a game, and the
associated payo¤s for each strategy pro…les, we can represent a game in a form known
as the normal form or the strategic form.
Example. The Normal form of the Matching Pennies Game.
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Player 2
H

T

H -1,1

1,-1

Player 1
T 1,-1
-1,1
Example. The Normal Form of the capacity Game.
B
E if H; E if L E if H; NE if L
H 1, -2

1, -2

NE if H; E if L NE if H; NE if L
5, 0

5, 0

A
L 2, 2
8, 0
2, 2
8, 0
De…nition. For a game with I players, its normal form representatiton ¡N speci…es
for each player i a set of strategies Si with (si 2 Si ) and a payo¤ function ui (s1 ; :::; sI )
giveing the v.N-M utility levels associated with the (possibly random) outcomes arsing
from (s1 ; :::; sI ): It is written as ¡N = [I; fSi g; fui (¢)g]:
Relations between the extensive form representation of a game and its normal
form: For any extensive form representatition of a game, there is a unique normal
form representation. But a normal form representation of a game could correspond to
more than one extensive forms. We can think of the normal form as a more condensed
way to represent a game than the extensive form, and the normal form generally omits
some of the details present in the extensive form. But if in a game players all move
at the same time (i.e., a simultaneous-move game), then the extensive form and the
normal form representations of a game are always equivalent.
Randomized Choices
So far we have assumed that players make their choices with certainty. We call
the deterministic strategies players so choose pure strategies. In many situations,
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however, a player might want to randomize her choices. That is, she might choose
randomly among her pure strategies. In the matching pannies game, for instance, a
player may choose H or T each with probability 1/2. This is called a mixed strategy.
Formally,
De…nition. Given player i0 s pure strategy set Si , a mixed strategy for player i;
¾i : Si ! [0; 1]; assigns to each pure strategy si a probability ¾i (si ) ¸ 0 that it will
P
be played, where si 2Si ¾i (si ) = 1:

Suppose that player i has M pure strategies in Si = (s1i ; :::; sMi ): The set of player

i0 s mixed strategies is simplex
M

¢(Si ) = f(¾1i ; :::¾Mi ) 2 R ; ¾mi ¸ 0 for all m = 1; :::; M and

M
X

¾mi = 1g:

m=1

This simplex is called the mixed extension of Si : Note that a pure strategy can be
view as a special case of a mixed strategy where the probability distribution over the
elements of Si is degenerate.
Recall that player i0 s payo¤ under a pure strategy pro…le s = (s1 ; :::; sI ) is u(s):
Given a pro…le of mixed strategy ¾ =(¾1 ; :::; ¾I ); player i0 s payo¤ (which is the von
P
Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility) is s2S [¾1 (s1 )¾2 (s2 ):::¾I (sI )]ui (s); which we

shall denote as ui (¾):

When mixed strategies are allowed, the normal form representation of a game is
denoted as ¡N (I; f¢(Si )g; fui (¢)g):
If we use the extensive form representation of a game, player i can choose to
randomize separately over the possible actions at each of her information sets H ½ {i :
This way of randomizing is called a behavior strategy.
De…nition. Given an extensive form game ¡E ; a behavior strategy for player i
speci…es, for every information set H ½ {i ; and every action a 2 C(H); a probability
P
¸i (a; H) ¸ 0, with a2C(H) ¸i (a; H) = 1 for all H ½ {i :
For games with perfect recall, these two types of randomization are equivalent.
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That is, for any behavior strategy of player i; there is a mixed strategy for that
player that yields exactly the same distribution over outcomes for any strategies
that might be played by i0 s rivals, and vice versa. For convenience, we usually use
behavior strategies when analyzing extensive form games, and use mixed strategies
when analyzing normal form games. We often call both types of randomized strategies
mixed strategies.
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